0 to 1 is a small NYC based product design and architecture firm. We believe great design can transform lives. We love what we do. We would like to share our Super Special project:

A sustainable living space designed to encourage standing and facilitate mobility in children with movement and balance difficulties. Super Special Living consists of Wavy grab bars, Cushy floor covering and Edgy furniture.

Architect: Garner Oh, Lead Designer: Tamara Petrovic, Designers: Colleen & Eric Whiteley
Assistant Designers: Kasra Sadeghian and Jim Domalewski
Installation Assistant: Solomon Siegel, Graphic Design: ras+e, Photography: Yan Grinshtein
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Resilient and warm to the touch Wavy offers gentle curves little hands can fully grasp. Integrated shelves provide a space for favorite toys (or Ipad) and serve to encourage reaching and pulling up to stand. Once standing, children can be motivated to engage in standing play with games placed on the felt above the grab bars. Next up? Walking from grab bar to grab bar!

Padding located above and below grab bars. No hard walls or sharp edges to bump into.

Material: laminated maple, wool felt
Soft under foot, durable, impervious to staining, non slip when wet and easily cleaned this floor covering offers cushioning from falls. Cushy is also a natural insulator of heat and sound.

Materials: cork, wool
Multifunctional furniture for the whole family. Functions: lounge seating, low tables, foot rests and floor seated dinning. Edgy has no hard edges! It is sustainable, modular, compact and close to the floor.

Materials: cork (cork granules obtained from branches of the cork tree fused using water steam and resin inherent in the cork), natural rubber, wool, cotton
A sturdy place to hold on to and take a break while navigating the environment
Universal design:
Super Special Living does not look special at all! Comfortable living environments for a range of ages and abilities can be created by mixing and matching the components.

Next step:
Our aim is to see Super Special grow into a community connected for the purpose of sharing resources and transforming insights into good design for children with cerebral palsy.

By connecting designers with the special needs community and with respect to this moment in time we aim to use methods never used before to create environments and objects that transform everyday experiences of children with cerebral palsy in a positive, simple, sustainable, economical way.
Thanks for looking at our work!